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Wild apple is a rare tree species 

in Europe…..

• Single trees scattered throughout the 

landscape

• It is red-listed in 

– Belgium

– Finland 

– Germany (an estimated 5500 trees are left in 

the wild)

– part of conservation efforts in Denmark



…and it hybridises with the 

cultivated apple (M. domestica; 

syn. M. pumila)



What is M. domestica?

4000-10,000 years ago



Morphological differences
Clive Stace (2010): New flora of the British Isles, 3rd ed.



Hybridisation

Hybridisation in various countries

• 36.7% Europe wide (Cornille et al., 2013) 

• 23.1% Europe wide (Cornille et al., 2015) 

• 13.9% Germany (Wagner et al., 2014)

• 13.5% Luxembourg (Wagner et al., 2014) 

• 11.2% Denmark (Coart et al., 2006) and Belgium (Larsen et al., 

2006)



So there is a conservation concern 

regarding the genetic integrity of wild 

apple

No data on wild apple in the UK or Scotland



Aims of our study

Given the opportunity M. domestica and M. sylvestris have 

had to hybridize in Scotland we asked

(1) What is the frequency of pure M. sylvestris and hybrid 

trees in the wild?

(2) How reliable are the morphological field characters in 

identifying pure and hybrid samples? 



Materials & Methods

332 samples from ‘the wild’

screened for 14 genetic markers

(microsatellites) and analysed the 

data using the software STRUCTURE

and NEWHYBRIDS



Results

Pure M. 

sylvestris 

Backcross to M. 

sylvestris 
F1

Backcross to M. 

domestica

Pure M. 

domestica

(Pdom≤0.1) (0.10 < Pdom < 0.45) (0.45 < Pdom < 0.55) (0.55 < Pdom < 0.90) (Pdom≥0.9)

STRUCTURE 70.0% 21.4% 2.8% 2.4% 3.4%

NEWHYBRIDS 68.0% 19.6% 2.8% 0.9% 4.0%

Red – M. domestica

Blue – M. sylvestris

~70% of our samples are pure wild apple

~20% are backcrosses to wild apple

~3% are F1 (first generation hybrids between pure wild and cultivated apple)



Results by geographic region
Frequency of pure and hybrid trees Mean genetic make-up of hybrids



Why so many backcrosses 

when there are so few F1s?

There are two likely reasons for this

1. Reflection of the genetic make-up of     

cultivated apple and people’s habits

2. Reflection of the historical use of wild apple 

and the purity of nursery stock
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1. Genetic make-up of cultivated apple 

is not uniform



so an F1 in the wild is not necessarily the product of a 

natural hybridisation event and might be a reflection of 

people’s habits (i. e. throwing apple cores out of a car 

window!)



7 out of 8 F1s were collected

-) along roads

-) abandoned railway lines

-) foot paths

The Cox is the UK’s most popular dessert

apple and accounts for about 42 per cent 

of the UK’s apple production

‘F1’



2. Historic use and nursery stock

• Wild apple has been used for

– cider making

– jam and jelly making

– animal fodder

 so is likely to have been planted widely 



Pure M. sylvestris

Backcross to M. sylvestris

This is a country road in the Central Belt with a

mixture of pure wild apple and backcrosses to wild

apple. All of them are very likely planted trees so

were probably supplied by a nursery which have

been shown (in France) to sell a lot of hybrid

instead of pure wild apple trees



The hybridisation rate of ~30% is probably 

not an accurate  reflection of natural 

processes and likely to be an overestimate 

because of intentionally and ‘unintentionally’ 

planted trees



Reliability of morphological field 

assessments
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